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A Hymn to Bel (Tablet 29623, CT. XV, Plates 12 
and 13).-By FREDERICK A. VANDERBURGH, Ph. D., 
Columbia University, New York City. 

THE following is one of the collection of twelve unilingual 
non-Semitic Babylonian hymns copied from tablets in the 
British Museum by Mr. L. W. King, M. A., Assistant in the 
Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, and pub- 
lished in "Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the 
British Museum by Order of the Trustees," Volume XV. 

Dr. J. Dyneley Prince, Professor of Semitic Languages in 
Columbia University, and myself have now translated the whole 
collection. Professor Prince has published three: viz., "To the 
Goddess Bau;"1 "To the God Nergal," and "To the Goddess 
Girgilu." "I have published in my "Sumerian Hymns" four: 
"To Bel;" "To Sin;" "To Adad;" and "To Tammuz." I have 
another "To Bel" that is expected to appear in the Journal 
of the American Oriental Society, and still another "To 
Bel" is in preparation. The one of which a transliteration, 
translation and commentary are given in this Article is the 
fourth and last one "To Bel" in the collection. 

I am not aware that the hymn treated in this Article has 
ever been translated before or published. 

This hymn in which Bel is addressed in both the Eme-Ku 
and the Eme-Sal dialects of the non-Semitic literature of 
Babylonia must be recognized as very ancient. It is evident 
that Be1 is invoked here as the ruler of the nations in the 
same spirit in which he is honored in the inscriptions of the 
kings of the predynastic and early dynastic periods from the 
time of En-sag-kusanna until the time of liammurabi. When 
the hymn was composed, Nippur, Ur and Larsa, the three 
cities therein mentioned, were flourishing towns. 

Our copy of the hymn, however, is not Old-Babylonian, but 
New-Babylonian. While the composition is very old, the copy 
is not. For example, GIR or ELIM, MA, LUL. TA, KAN, 
BU are Old-Babylonian, but the following signs are New- 
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Babylonian: BIT, ZI, UN, AN, KIT, GA, DA, MI, TUR, 
IM, EN, NE, DAMAL, AZAG, KA, MAH, SIS, BI. 

This hymn is apparently the most beautiful and interesting 
one of the four addressed to Bel in CT. XV, 7-30. The con- 
ception of the subject is very picturesque and the lyrical 
quality characteristic of the religious literature of the Semitic 
race is fully as apparent here as in other Babylonian hymns. 
The thought is wrought into rhythmic stichs for recitation in 
divine service with some traces of strophic division. The 
essential attributes of the god and the power he exercises 
over the lands are dwelt upon, but, above all, attention seems 
to be focused on the heroic administration of Bel in the con- 
quest of an insubordinate city. 

As to thought and form of statement, the hymn is clearly 
divided into three parts. Lines one to nine contain descriptive 
epithets of Bd1's divine attributes. (1) Bel is known as the 
'mighty one,' expressed by the Assyrian kabtu, synonymous 
with either gutr or elim, and suggestive of the Scriptural idea 
'almighty.' (2) Bel was lord of the lands;' this urnun corre- 
sponds to the Semitic blu, proprietor' of the lands: a lord' 
was an 'owner.' As Anu was the heaven god, Sin the moon 
god, Samas the sun god, Istar the star deity, so Bel was the 
earth god. (3) Bel was a 'righteous' god, being called 'lord 
of righteous command.' (4) Bel was a god of 'providence,' 
being 'father of the word of destiny.' (5) B6l's particular care 
reached over the Babylonians; he was 'shepherd of the black- 
headed.' (6) Bel was a god of vengence, a 'wild bull executing 
judgment on the enemy.' (7) Bel was omniscient, 'the all- 
seeing one.' 

Lines ten to twenty particularize the location of Bel's do- 
minion. The seat of his cult was Nippur, but he was honored 
also in Ur and Larsa. His temple, E-kur, was located in 
Nippur, whither kings and princes from distant lands came 
to do him homage. 

In lines one to twenty it may be noticed that with a single 
exception a characteristic praise-refrain is observed in every 
stich. 

At the end of line twenty there is a decided change in style. 
Lines twenty-one to thirty-four delineate the experiences of a 
city in siege under the surveillance of Bel. Water and corn 
supplies are cut off. Scenes of famine are sketched and also 
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of conflagration and pillage. As the result the fear of Bel 
extends over the lands. 

Transliteration and Translation. 

Obverse. 

1. ni-tuk gur(KIL) ga(U) eri-zu igi(SI)-e(BIT) - - 

Thou art the mighty one of old; thy desirable city- 

2. elim-ma ni-tuk gir(KIL) sd(t) eri-zu igi(SI)-e(BIT)- 
o king, thou art the mighty one of old; thy desirable 
city? 

3. ui-mu-un kitr-ki&r-ra-ge(KIT) guir(KIL) ml(t) eri- - 
o lord of the lands, the mighty one of old; city - 

4. A'-mu-un sag-ga zi-da guir(KIL) Wa(U) eri- 
O lord, head of life, the mighty one of old; city 

5. dimmer mu-ul-lil(KIT) a-a i(KA) na-dmn-mnd(MAL) ne 
o Bel, fathei of the word of destiny;- 

6. siba sag g'g(MT)-ga gur(KIL) Md(U) eri- 
O shepherd of the black-headed, the mighty one of old; 
city - __ _-? 

7. i-de gaba ni(IM)-te-na gitr(KIL) sa(U) eri- 
O thou who art by thyself the all-seeing one, the mighty 
one of old; city 

8. ama erim(SAB)-na di-di guir(KIL) s"a(UU) e-ri- 
o thou wild bull executing judgment on the enemy, the 
mighty one of old; city - 

9. ui-lul-la ma-ma guir(KIL) M (U) eri-- 
o thou powerful one of the countries, the mighty one of 
old; city -? 

10. eri-zu en-lil (KIT)-ki-zu guir(KIL) -(UL) - - 

In thy city thy Nippur, the mighty one of old; 
11. ?e-ib e(BIT)-kuir-ra-ta gtr(KJL) M4(U) ? 

In the foundation of E-kur, the mighty one of old;- 

12. ki damnal ki gal-ta gitr(KlL) sa(U) - 

In the broad land the great land, the mighty one of old; 
13. dit(TUL) agaz ki azag-ta guir(KIL) Ma(U) - - 

In the glorious dwelling of the glorious land, the mighty 
one of old; 
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14. ?a-(LIB)-e(BIT) dim-ma-ta gutr(KIL) N2(U) 
In the midst of the house of the king, the mighty one 
of old; - 

15. e(BIT) kac mah-ta gftr(KIL) 9a(U)? 
In the house of the high gate, the mighty one of old; 

16. e(BIT) ga(MAL) nun mah-ta guir (KIL) gdU(t) ka 
In the firm house of the exalted prince, the mighty one 
of old; ?-- 

17. ma-mu, at-a-ta guir (KIL) MI (U)?ka 
In the entrance of my land, the mighty one of old;-- 

18. ma e(BIT)-gal mah-ta guir(KIL) M (U) --- - a 
In the land of the exalted temple, the mighty one of 
old;? 

19. De-ib iru-wnu-ki-ma-ta gwr(KIL) sd (U) eri- ne ka 
In the foundation of Ur, the mighty one of old;-- 

20. ge-ib utu-unu-ki-ma-ta gu'r(KIL) 9d(U) eri-zu - ne ka 
In the foundation of Larsa, the mighty one of old; - 

21. eri a-dug (KA)-ga a-yi-a-zu 
A city striveth; it is turned away by thee. 

22. a-dug(KA)-ga a-ta gtr(SA)-ra-zu 
It striveth; it is shut off from water by thee. 

23. eri ge-ku(l(TAR)-da ki-lal-a-zu 
It is a city with corn cut off; it is blocked by thee. 

Reverse. 

24. [nu]-nag nu-nag-a ud-za1(NI)-zal(NI)-la di(Ru) 
They drink not, they drink not; the morning dawneth. 

25. dam tur-ra-ge(KIT) damn-mu mu-ni-ib-bi 
To the young spouse, one crieth "My spouse." 

26. du(TUR) tur-ra-ge(KIT) d4(TIJR)-mu mu-ni-ib-bi 
To the little child, one crieth "My child." 

27. ki-el-e ?es-rnu mu-ni-ib-bi 
The maid crieth "My brother." 

28. eri-ta damal gan-e dft(TUR)-mu mru-ni-ib-bi 
In the city the bountiful mother crieth "My child." 

29. du(TUR) ban(TUR)-da a-a-mu mu-ni-ib-bi 
To the strong man one crieth "My father." 
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30. tur-e al-e(UD. DU) mah-e al-e((UD. DU) 
The small (flames) break out, the great (flames) break out. 

31. e-sir(BU) e-gub(DU)-ba nu-un-sar-ri-ni(NIN) 
On the street they stand, they cry. 

32. sal-la-bi ur-e am (A. AN)-da-ab-l& 
Their booty men bear away. 

33. s'g (PA) gan-bi mu bar-ri am (A. AN)-da-ab-l& 
The staff of their youth the king of judgment beareth 
away. 

34. ki e-ne ki-zu-ge(KIT) ba-e-n"I(IM) 
Those lands are in fear of thy land. 

ugu(ES) za er(A. SI) lNm(b)(LUL)-ma dingir en-lil(KIT)- 
a-kam 
34 (lines) Penitential hymn to Bel. 

Commentary. 

1. ni-tuk: ni, a common pronominal verbal prefix of the 
second person; tuk means primarily 'seize,' 'have,' and then 
in an intransitive relation, 'be present,' be.' 

gur(KIL): the question might arise whether the sign is 
not IZ; it occurs nineteen times in the tablet; the wedges 
seem to make an enclosure of an equilateral rectangle, as is 
always intended in KIL, but usually in the sign IZ, the 
horizontal dimension is greater than the vertical. For examples 
of IZ in this collection of hymns in CT. XV, see Plates 10: 24; 
11:13, 14, 1.5 and 16; 14: 35; 16:6; and 19:25. For 
examples of KIL, see Plates 7 : 27; 9 : 2 and 3; and 19 : 24, 
27 and 28. Also cf. sign-lists of Delitzsch in Assyrische Lese- 
stuicke, vierte Auflage, and Amiaud in Tableau Compare des 
Ecritures Babylonienne et Assyrienne Archaiques et Modernes, 
gur equals kabtu. If the sign is IZ, the value is ges, equal 
to idlu, 'hero.' 

gdi(U) equals labiru, 'old;' see Prince's Hymn to Nergal in 
JAOS, XXVIII, pp. 168-182. Brummer, in Die Sumerischen 
Verbal-Afformative nach den altesten Keilinschriften, explains 
U as a compound sign. equal to SI, 'eye,' plus LU, 'take 
away;' giving the meaning 'take away the eye,, become old,' 
'elderly.' 

VOL. XXX. Part I. , 
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eri or the Eme-Ku iru equals alu, 'city,' and zu is the 
common pronominal suffix 'thy,' phonetically cognate with the 
personal pronoun za-e; the value eri for ER occurs in the 
ideogram for eridu; see Creation Legend, Tablet 82-5-22, 1048, 
CT. XIII, 35-38, Obverse, line 8, eridu (ERI. HI) ul ba-ni. 

igi (SI)-e (BIT): the erasure of the last end of this line 
precludes satisfactory explanation of this word, although SI. 
BIT is sometimes equal to arndru, see,' igi commonly having 
the meaning 'eye' and e the meaning 'house;' i. e. 'eye- 
structure.' 

2. elim-ma: by the process of gunation, several signs have 
developed from GIR; for example, KIS by the addition of 
MIN, ANSU by the addition of PA, HUS by the addition 
of III, AZ by the addition of UD, UK by the addition of 
ZA, and ELIM, or more exactly ALIM, by the addition of 
ER(A. SI). The sign in the text is somewhat indistinct; it 
appears to be GIR, but MA. as a phonetic complement would 
indicate that the sign was ELIMI. GIR equals 'power'. ELIM 
means 'lord,' 'king.' 

3. t-mu-un, phonetic representation, is sometimes ideo- 
graphically represented by the corner wedge UJ; the value 
umun may be shortened to u or mun or un, or it can be 
lengthened to ui-mu-un-e, having the defining vowel e, as in 
Plate 10: 3 where BWl is spoken of, and Plate 17: 2 and 3 
where Sin is spoken of. umun equals lord' (i) plus being' 
(mun). 

ki4r, 'mountain, land,' is probably etymologically connected 
with kcu, a~dbu, ?ubtu, 'dwell,' dwelling': ktu being possibly a 
shortened form of kur. ge(KIT) is a common sign of genitive 
relation: lord of lands.' 

4. sag-ga: the sign is quite clearly SAG, but perhaps the 
clause is the same as the last clause in Plate 10: 4, if so, 
the reading should be, lord of righteous command,' with 
dug(KA)-ga instead of sag-ga, duy-ga being equal to kibita, 
'command,' and zi(d)-da being equal to kenu', righteous;' see 
Vanderburgh, Sumerian Hymns, p. 27. 

5. mu-ul-lil(KIT) is Eme-Sal for en-lil(el-lil), nul(watl) being 
dialectically equal to en (el). The meaning of lit is somewhat 
confused by the word's having been wrongly connected with 
zakiku, 'wind;' it more properly means 'structure,' fulness.' 
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a-a is the common word for 'father,' how it comes to mean 
'father' is somewhat obscure; it may be shortened from ad-da, 
where ad equals abu. a primarily means 'water,' but also means 
'father,' perhaps as 'seed-producer.' a-a is probably a phonetic- 
ally lengthened a equal to abu. 

" (KA): the meaning of KA here is not distinctly indicated. 
KA is a sign which has many meanings, but the one some- 
times represented by " gives tolerably good sense here. na- 
am-ma(MAL) is phonetic and is a lengthened form for nanm 
which equals Nitntu. 

6. siba means he who grasps the staff,' and is the common 
word for 'shepherd,' though LAH. BA sometimes stands for 
'shepherd.' sag-gg (Mi)-ga, equal to salmat kak.l;adi, is an 
often repeated designation for Babylonians, as subjects of 
Bel or some other ruler. 

7. i-de is Eme-Sal for igi (kT), equal to inu, 'eye.' gaba 
equals pitf-, 'open.' ni(1M)-te equals ramnalnu, self,' although 
the original meaning is fear,' yet when applied to the one 
who causes fear it comes to mean self.' ni-te literally means 
'fear a fear.' i-de gaba ni-te-na then means 'open eyed by 
thyself,' na being a pronominal suffix equal to -ka. 

8. ama: AMMU originally represented the 'bull of the 
mountains' while the same form ungunated by the addition of 

the sign KUR, 'mountain,' being a picture of the bull's head. 
represented the domestic bull. erihn(SAB)-na equals 'warrior,' 
'soldier,' 'enemy,' and di, 'to judge.' The whole expression 
ama erin-na di-di occurs in Plate 10: 7. 

9. it-lul-la: zt is sometimes a nominal prefix, having a deter- 
minative force, like a in a-lig; see Plate 19: 2 and 3, also 
Plate 20: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; see MSL. p. XVII, and Uit-tu, 

Br. 1070. LUL sometimes equals dannu, see Br. 7268 and 
7276. Its original form was that of a gunated GIR; in the 
copy of Tablet 13963, Plate 10 :8, it has been mistaken for 
GIR, as this line clearly shows. 

ma-na: MA is not so common an ideogram as KUR; MA 
means 'earth,' KUR means 'mountain.' MA. DA, 'strong land,' 
seems to be original and the Assyrian rndtu a loan-word. 
Besides MA and KUR there seem to be two other Sumerian 
ideograms for matu, namely KALAM and sometimes KI. 

5* 
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10. en-lil(KIT)-ki, land of Bel,' common ideogram for 
'Nippur.' 

11. ge-ib equals seb, the Eme-Sal value for GAR which is 
equal to the Eme-Ku geg no doubt; the Assyrian equivalent 
is libiitu, 'layers of brick,' from labanu. ta equals 'in,' mean- 
ing 'source,' as is shown by the expression ku'r babbar e-ta 
kiur babbar SU-itu , 'from the land of the rising sun to the land 
of the setting sun.' 

12. damal, Eme-Sal for dagal, equals wrapvu, 'broad,' and 
gal equals rabuf. 

13. du': TUL meaning 'to cover,' readily yields the meaning 
gubtu, 'dwelling,' with the value, however, of du'; du'-azag 
sometimes has the meaning of bIadi, 'mountain.' 

14. ?ad(LIB) is a proposition or rather noun in the con- 
struct state followed by the genitive e-(BIT). dfin-ma equals 
iarru, 'king.' Br. 4254. 

15. ka equals bacbu, 'gate,' while ka equals pfi, 'mouth.' ka 
must be pronounced differently from ka. KA represented 
'entrance to a house,' but KAGU first represented 'head,' 
then 'mouth.' The meaning 'high' for malt is derived from 
that of being 'important' or 'great.' 

16. ga(MAL) equals gakanu, 'establish,' and nun equals 
rub f, 'prince.' Br. 2629. 

17. gu-a-ta means 'in the entrance,' or 'when he enters,' Zu 
being equal to erebu. 

18. e-(BIT)-gal, 'great house,' the Sumerian form from which 
the Assyrian ekallu, 'temple,' is derived. 

19. uiru(SIS)-unu-ki-ma, Ur, apparently signifies the 'pro- 
tected dwelling place,' uru being equivalent to nasaru. But 
it is to be noticed that the ideogram for Ur sometimes takes 
the form uru-ab-ki; see Code of Hammurabi, 2 :17. It also 
takes the form uru-um-ki-mca in which ma becomes a true 
phonetic complement; see Hilprecht's Old Babylonian In- 
scriptions chiefly from Nippur, INos. 14, 15, 18, 19 and others. 
Ur was chiefly famous as being the seat of the cult of Nanuar 
whose temple was called E-gissirgal. 

20. utu-unu-ki-na, the ideogram for Larsa which was one 
of the old seats of the cult of Samag, means the 'dwelling 
place of light.' 
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21. dug(KA) is a verb with the meaning here of mabasu; 
the primary significance of the sign suggests that the meaning 
might originate from a contention of words, zu as a suffix 
here is subjective, considered as a relative pronoun the ante- 
cedent does not appear in the line. 

22. a-ta means 'from water.' gar(SA) equals eseru. 
23. ge-kud(TAR)-da means 'with corn cut off,' kud being 

equal to pardsu, and ki-lal equals sandku, 'blockade,' literally 
'raise up the ground.' 

24. -nag: no doubt the text should be nu-nag. nu-nag-a: 
a is a vowel of prolongation; 'to drink no water' would be a 
nu-nag. ud-zal(NI)-la means Peru, 'morning,' ud is equal to 
'light,' and zat to 'shine,' while la is a phonetic complement. 
dz (RI) equals nabatu. 

25. dam equals hairu, 'spouse.' tur-ra equals sihru, 'young.' 
ge(KIT) is sometimes represented by ana although always 
secondarily. It is more commonly the sign of the genitive. 
mu-ni-ib-bi equals 'one speaketh to him,' ni-ib being an infix 
that represents a dative, the ni representing the 'him' and 
the ib the 'to'. bi equals kibu, 'speak.' 

26. The sign DUMU as equal to rndru or rndrtu has the 
value dA. 

27. ki-el-e equals ardatu, 'maid,' ki being a prefix of deter- 
mination, while el means 'shining one.' ges equals ahu; there 
is doubt whether the archaic form meant 'protection' or 
'other one.' 

28. daanal equals umma, 'mother.' gan-e equals atidu or 
alidtu. 

29. du(TUR) may equal ame'lu and TUR with DA equals 
bdn-da, 'strong.' 

30. al-e(UD. DU) equals nabdtu, 'light up,' 'break out,' the 
prefix al being the same as an. Probably the city is set on 
fire, so it is the flame that breaks out. 

31. e-sir (BU) equals sufku, gub (DU) equals nazaczu, and 
sar-ri equals sarahu; the ni(NIN) at the end may be a 
phonetic prolongation although the full force of the syllable 
is not very clear. 

32. sat-la-bi: sal-ta equals 'booty,' and bi is a pronominal 
suffix. ur-e equals amteu. In am(A. AN)-da-ab-la da-ab is an 
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infix referring to the object sal-la and la is the verb equal 
to niaMu. 

33. s'g(PA) may equal 'staff,' gan 'youth,' mt 'king,' and 
bar-ri 'judgment.' 

34. e-ne equals ?unu. 
35. lIm(b): the sign is probably LUL which sometimes 

means 'woe;' see Brunnow's Classified List, 7271. -r)(A. SI 
or A. IGI, 'water of the eye') commonly equals bikNtO. 

Glossary. 

a-a, 5 u-mu-un, 3 
a-a-mu, 29 ba-e-ni(IM), 34 
a-dug(KA)-ga, 21 ban(TUJR)-da, 29 
a-gi-a-zu, 21 bar-ri, 33 
al-e(UD. DU), 30 gaba, 7 
azag, 13 gal-ta, 12 
ama, 8 gan-bi, 33 
am(A. AN)-da-ab-la, 32 gan-e, 28 
a-ta, 22 ga'(MAL), 16 
i-de, 7 gar (SA)-ra-zu, 22 
igi(SI)-e-(BIT), 1 gig (MI)-ga, 6 
i(KA), 5 gur (KIL), 1 
e-gub(DU)-ba, 31 dam, 25 
e-sir(BU), 31 dam-mu, 25 
elim-ma, 2 damal, 12 
e-ne, 34 di-di, 8 
en-lil(KIT)-a-kam, 35 dimmer, 5 
en-lil(KIT)-ki-zu, 10 dingir, 35 
eri-zu, 1 di (RI), 24 
eri-ta, 28 dim-ma-ta, 14 
erim(SAB)-na, 8 du'(TUL), 13 
e(BIT), 15 duf(TUR), 26 
e(BIT)-gal, 18 dft(TUR)-mu, 28 

v 
er(A. SI), 35 ka, 1 5 
ud-zal(NI)-zal(NI)-la, 24 ki, 12 
ur-e, 32 ki-el-e, 27 
uru (SIS)-unu-ki-ma-ta, 19 ki-lal-a-zu, 23 
utu (UD)-unu-ki-ma-ta, 20 ki-zu-ge(KIT), 34 
unu(ES), 35 lim(b)(LUL)-ma, 35 
u-lul-la, 9 ma, 18 
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ma-ma, 9 sag, 6 
ma-mu, 17 sag-ga, 4 
mah-e, 30 sal-la-bi, 32 
mah-ta, 15 siba, 6 
mu, 33 sig(PA), 33 
mu-ul-lil (KIT), 5 sa (LIB)-e (BIT), 14 
mu-un-sar-ri-ni (NIN), 31 sa (U), 1 
mu-ni-ib-bi, 25 se-ib, 19 
na-am-ma.(MAL), 5 se-kud (TAR)-da, 23 
ni-tuk, 1 ses-mu, 27 
ni(IM)-te-na, 7 Tu-a-ta, 17 
nun, 16 tur-e, 30 
nu-nag, 24 tur-ra-ge(KIT), 25. 
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